PRESS CLIPPINGS – WEEK #17 (04/14 – 04/21)
TURKEY
•
•
•
•
•
•

BUSINESSES
Child Labor Increased in 2018 (Bianet)
Turkey’s trade with Middle East surpasses $40 billion (Hurriyet)
Serbia ignores EU and begins building TurkStream gas conduit stretch (Hurriyet)
Turkey’s industrial output rises 1.3% monthly (Hurriyet)
Turkey, US establishing trade working group (Hurriyet)
Analysis: It is time to talk business between U.S. and Turkey (Hurriyet)

•
•
•

SECURITY
Turkey's insistence to buy S-400s weakens its position in NATO (Ahval)
Four Turkish soldiers killed on Iraqi border (Hurriyet)
Analysis: After Syria, Turkey is being sieged from land and sea (Yeni Safak)

•
•
•
•
•
•

POLITICAL INSTABILITY
Ruling party comes under fire on social media over attack against opposition leader (Ahval)
Turkey ranks 157th in freedom of press (Bianet)
Re-election in Istanbul is a matter of survival, MHP leader says (Hurriyet)
Analysis: Who is to blame for Turkey-US strife? (Daily Sabah)
Analysis: Has Turkey become an Islamist tutelary regime?
Analysis: AK Party looks to self-revaluation (Daily Sabah)

•
•
•

GOVERNMENT
President Erdoğan highlights tolerance in Easter message (Daily Sabah)
Analysis: The limits of U.S. influence on Turkey (Ahval)
Analysis: Notes from the 'United States of Amnesia' (Daily Sabah)

•
•
•
•
•

ECONOMY
Erdoğan on foreign media: 'They make our economy look like collapsed' (Bianet)
Turkey's economy expected to contract in 2019 (The Arab Weekly)
New industrial zone to expand Turkish economy (Daily Sabah)
Emerging markets at mercy of U.S. growth as investors weigh bets (Bloemberg)
Analysis: Why everyone’s worried about Turkey’s Foreign Reserves (The Indian Express)
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TUNISIA
•
•
•
•

BUSINESSES
Tunisian investors obtain solar energy agreements with Ministry of Industry (La Presse)
Global Excess Rate becomes a handicap for the Tunisian leasing sector (ilBoursa)
The man who wants to develop e-commerce in Tunisia (ilBoursa)
Analysis: The final step for the integration of the Tunisian financial sector into the global
economy (ilBoursa)

•

SECURITY
Tunisia detains armed European diplomats en-route from Libya (Aljazeera)

•
•

POLITICAL INSTABILITY
Protests against fifth fuel price hike in one year (Punch)
Analysis: Is it time for the Arab League to disband? (Aljazeera)

•
•
•

GOVERNMENT
National Migration Strategy: What works are migrants accessing? (La Presse)
Tunisia's President meets with US Congress delegation (Libya Observer)
Saudi-Tunisian relations witnessing remarkable development (Arab News)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ECONOMY
Tunisia would lose more than a quarter of its exports to England (La Presse)
New cooperation agreement between Central Bank of Tunisia and Banque de France (La Presse)
March saw a slight fall in inflation (La Presse)
IMF agrees for sixth installment of $ 247 million (ilBoursa and African Daily)
Trade exchanges with Egypt to increase (MenaFN)
EU drive for trade liberalization adds to tensions in Tunisia (Social Europe)
Three countries request IMF’s approval to issue bitcoin bonds (Bitcoinist)
Analysis: Economy is in state of emergency (Deutsche Welle)
Analysis: Make or Break? Bitcoin bonds to support fragile economies (Block Publisher)
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